OVEN ACCESSORIES

A. HIGH-TEMP CERAMIC BAKING SLATE

A

The heart of a Wood Stone oven is now available for
your conventional rack or convection oven—Baking
Slates manufactured from the same ceramic used in the
construction of our stone hearth ovens. The slates are
cast into standard sheet pans so they are conveniently
sized at 18 x 26", weighing 44 lbs (full sheet) and 18 x 13",
weighing 18 lbs (half sheet).
In addition to enhancing the crust properties of pizza
and bread products, the high-temperature Ceramic

B

Baking Slate will help the oven hold on to valuable heat
that is normally lost every time the door is opened.
WS-SLATE-1826 (full sheet)
WS-SLATE-1813 (half sheet)

B. HAND HELD IR THERMOMETER WS-TL-IRT
This easy-to-use device allows instant surface temperature measurements anywhere in your Wood Stone oven.
Just point the Hand Held IR Thermometer at the surface
in question and press the button—the temperature is
instantly displayed on an LCD readout. The button can
be held down for scanning surfaces. The meter takes
a reading every half second and has accuracy of ±3 °F
and a range of 0–750 °F. It is powered by one 9V battery
and is built of high-impact plastic for long life.
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OVEN ACCESSORIES

C. SMOKER BOX 000-313

C

Wood Stone’s Smoker Box uses wood chips to give
the aroma of a wood-fired oven in a gas-fired oven.
Constructed of heavy-duty stainless steel for years
of service. The box is 9.5" long x 4.25" wide x 2" deep.

D. OVEN TOOL HANGER 1650100
Wood Stone’s Oven Tool Hanger offers a convenient
way to have your tools easily accessible while cooking.
The hanger is 2.5" wide x 2.75" deep. Minimum order

D

of two.

E. LOADING PEEL TOOL HANGER
3000-0054
The Loading Peel Tool Hanger is specifically designed to
accommodate all loading peels. The hanger is 4.5" wide
x 1.625" deep. Minimum order of two.

F. MANTLE CRUMB TRAY 000-CRUMB-TRAY-01
The Mantle Crumb Tray is a receptacle which hangs

E

on pegs and collects debris brushed into it. Removal,
emptying and replacement is easy. It can be retrofitted
onto any Fire Deck oven mantle. The Mantle Crumb
Tray for all Fire Deck Series models (except the FD-6045)
is 57.5" long x 2" wide x 1.75" deep. Please call for details
on the FD-6045 tray.

F

Oven Tool Hanger and Loading Peel Tool Hanger in use
at Devon Energy Headquarters, Oklahoma City, OK.
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